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ABSTRACT

It is shown that it is possible to carry out electrochemical

reactions in poorly conducting and non-conducting media by means of

bipolar electrolyses with dispersions. Polarization equations are

predicted for highly simplified models based on the concept of the

mixture potential, the surface reactions being assumed to be rate

determining. Results for hydrogen evolution/oxidation and oxygen

evolution/reduction show that the interpretation of polarization curves

at high field strengths will have to take into account the effects of

diffusion. The results also show that it should be possible to

investigate, monitor and modify heterogeneous catalyses of reactions in

the liquid phase by means of the Faradaic currents induced by the

electric fields.
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INTRODUCTION

The construction and behavior of microdisk (see e.g. (1-19))

microring (19,20) and microsphere (see e.g. (19,21-23)) electrodes have

been discussed extensively. The high rates of stationary mass transfer

in the developing quasi-spherical diffusion fields allow the

measurement of the kinetics of fast electrode reactions (5,13,19.21,22)

and of fast reactions in solution coupled to electrode reactions

(14,15) under steady state conditions. The spherical potential field

decreases charging times so that fast transient techniques can be

readily applied (13); the low Ohmic losses in solution have also

allowed measurements to be made in solutions containing only low (or

effectively zero) concentrations of support electrolyte as well as in

glasses at low temperatures (17,24) and even in the vapor phase (25).

The modest scale-up of reactions at microelectrodes requires the

use of special structures such as of embedded reticulated foams (26) or

fibers (27). Exploitation of the special advantages of microelectrodes

for synthesis (e.g. the ease of work-up and the extension of the

solvent range in the absence of support electrolyte (18)) however

requires the use of three-dimensional electrodes. Bipolar electrolyses

on dispersions of spherical particles have been proposed and the

behavior of such electrodes in the presence of a single redox couple

has been analyzed for a number of limiting conditions (28); these

systems represent an extension of the concepts used in bipolar

fluidized bed electrodes (29) to the area of microelectrodes. In this

paper we extend the analysis to the behavior of the dispersions in the

presence of two reversible or two irreversible electrode reactions

ii~i~iiii ill l ll li~l I I 1 1 1 12 n i II
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using the simplest model, Figure 1A (28) and compare this behavior to

that observed at the mixture potentials in systems containing

relatively high concentrations of electrolyte (30,31); colloidal

systems at the relevant mixture potentials have been extensively

investigated in recent years in the context of the catalysis of the

photodecomposition of water (e.g. see (32-41)). It should be noted

that the size range of the particles which will be most frequently used

in dispersion electrolyses (I0"5cm < a < j0-3cm) is intermediate to

that of the colloidal systems (typically 10- 6cm) and fluidized bed

electrodes (typically 10- 2cm).

The behavior in the presence of two redox systems is compared to

that observed for a single redox reaction and to experimental data for

two electrode reactions on Pt-dispersions: hydrogen

evolution/oxidation in conductivity water and oxygen

evolution/reduction in dilute potassium hydroxide solutions. The

behavior of other systems and applications to synthesis (42) and the

use of supported metal catalyst particles (43) will be discussed

elsewhere.

Mathematical description of dispersion electrolysis control

by a single redox couple.

Dispersion electrolyses will usually be carried out using low or

zero concentrations of support electrolyte. For the generation of a

cation from an uncharged substrate

0+ A

HOW=- '
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or the converse case of the generation of an anion

the charge density generated in the reactions will be compensated by

counterions either from deliberately added low concentrations of

support electrolyte or from impurities or ions generated by

autoionization of the solvent. For the likely range of particle radii,

a, 10- 5cm < a < I0-3cm, the steady state mass transfer coefficient, km,

k , D [.km __[1

is so high that the surface reaction is likely to be rate controlling

at low and intermediate overpotentials for the majority of reactions.

In the simplest possible model we assume (28) that the reactions on the

anodic and cathodic parts of a representative spherical particle do not

significantly perturb the equipotentials (i.e. the surface of a

particle experiences the mean field). The overpotential n(V) at the

position (a,8) is then given by

C- . , c .' + COSx L 2 ]

L

where Vappl (V) is the applied voltage, L(cm) is the distance between

* . ~ , - . ,, -i. -YAAI~.L -



the feeder electrodes and X~ defines the position at which n-0 (see

Figure 1A for the coordinate system). For a reaction following the

simple polarization equation

L = O[ 3]

we obtain the total current into a single particle

iL7~ C vrt 0 V

where '-F JCU

(~L

and the division between the net cathodic and anodic areas is defined

by
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In the dispersion each bipolar particle presents a shunt resistance to

the overall solution resistance and we obtain the overall polarization

curve

V.. 4fC,RTL Net%

c3~~~?x<oL~1 Y~~e~(~A>~ A-[71

where IT (Amps cm- 2 ) is the cross-sectional current density through the

dispersion, N is the number of particles per unit volume and ps (Ohm

cm) is the solution resistivity. The non-Faradaic by-pass current

Vappl/psL can be determined from the background current in the absence

of the dispersion. We can therefore cast [7] in the dimensionless form



where Ip (Amps cm-2 ) is the cross-sectional Faradaic current density

through the particles and v (cm cm-3 ) is the volume of the particles

of the dispersion added per unit cell volume. Equation [8] compares

dispersion electrolysis most directly with the conventional form, [3],

of the polarization equation. Direct comparisons of experimental data

with the predicted forms of the polarization equations may be carried

out by writing [8] (and subsequent equations) as

I -- [v - () I ex.(xI ~(xi' 42 L V

For the special case a-0.5, A - 7/2 we obtain

i'C V,

while the special case a-1 gives
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and [12]

It should be noted that in view of the bipolarity of the particles the

polarization curve for a given value of a is identical to that for

(1-a). In consequence, the dependence of the polarization curves on a

is diminished compared to that observed for planar electrodes, Figure

2A.

The effect of particle rotation.

The formation and removal of surface layers (e.g. Pt-H or Pt-O)

due to particle rotation will contribute further Faradaic components to

the current. The rotational frequency will be (28)

=1 ( 13

where N (number mol-1) is Avogadro's number and p (g cm- 3 ) is the

density. The frequency will lie in the range 10-2 - 104 revolutions

s - for the likely range of particle radii. If a monolayer charge nFQ

is continuously formed and stripped by the particle rotation, then 3t
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such a limiting condition the current flow will be

T CrJ9 -~ [14] S

whereSI(moles cm- 2 ) is the saturation monolayer coverage and n charges

are transferred for each adsorbed species. The current flow in a slice

of thickness 2a will be

*2C [rG3 - 7- 15]

This current can be compared to Ip by taking

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ [161

Effects of chanaes in the polarization equation.

Simple changes in the polarization equation such as the

replacement of [3] by

(171

lead to equations of the form



[18]

- 3L eq x-lr n.

with X being defined by

4e1\.(n. s1\ 1  bLLOtY 19]

It follows that if the parameter nY is replaced by a parameter T, then

the shapes of the derived polarization curves will be the same as those

for a 1-electron transfer reaction; if the currents are plotted against

Y, then the shapes of the predicted curves will be changed. However,

in practice the effects on the polarization equation of a sequence of

reaction steps will usually be more complicated than is indicated by

simple changes such as from equation [3] to [17].

Control by two redox reactions.

We discuss this case as the simplest possible example of a

catalytic reaction and assume that homogeneous electron transfer is

slow compared to the rates of the electrode reactions (compare (31)).

We develop the analysis by analogy to the concept of mixture potentials

(44) which has been extensively applied to a range of electrccher'u1al
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problems (45). In the absence of any externally applied electric field

the particles will adopt a potential such that the net anodic current

density of the couple having the more negative reversible potential is

equal to the net cathodic current density of the couple with the more

positive reversible potential'

I 1%

[20]

where nm - n 2m are the overpotentials at the mixture potentials.

Equation [20] can be solved with

t i IE [211

In this simple model we assume that there is no interaction
between the two reactions as would be caused, for example, by
competitive adsorption of reactants, intermediates or products of the
two component reactions or the reaction of adsorbed reactants or
intermediates of the two redox couples.
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to give the mixture potential; AE will be a negative quantity. The

rate of the two redox reactions can then be derived from [20].

It has been shown that a large number of paired redox reactions in

conventional electrolyte solutions are catalyzed by noble metals which

adopt this mixture potential (46). An extensive series of

investigations has shown that the reactions may be controlled by slow

electrode reactions (see e.g. (47,31)) or else by diffusion with a

Nernst equilibrium at the surface (see e.g.(30,48,49)); see also

references cited in (30,31,47-49).

An exact and general analysis of the problem in the presence of an

externally applied electric field requires the solution of the

differential equations governing diffusion and migration to the

particles, the reactions on the surface being boundary conditions for

these solutions (28). To simplify the analyses we will assume here

that io, and io2 are sufficiently small so that the potential of the

surface follows the applied external field, Figure 1A, and so that the

effects of mass transfer can be neglected. We now define rm and nm

as being the overpotentials at which there is no local net Faradaic

current so that we can write

( os6L1 + C&S
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4 '" -"[23]

The total external cathodic (or anodic) current is obtained by taking

into account the contributions from both redox couples (see Figure 1B

for the general case (2 Vappl a)/L > AE)

WT-Xn

T-2 fOa+ 2fJ 11 do [24

With some rearrangement we obtain

2R~t 0 M F

Tat~~ 16,r25]
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The angle A is defined by the equality of the total net cathodic and

anodic currents:

IT IT 26]

i.e. Ii- [27]

giving
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PIT [28]

S: -1 ) ix1L((o- I ) ) E 4') T  " . ( ( 1i.,) .L)]

RT I

Equation [28] can be solved with [20] and [21] to give X as a function

of the experimental conditions and the polarization curve can then be

derived from [25].

It has been shown above that the polarization curves for a single

redox couple do not depend markedly on a in the middle range of this

parameter. We therefore restrict attention here to the special case

a - a2 0.5, io - 102 giving

k =
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and

__ ccCO , AAEF

We are also interested in the total net current for each redox couple

e.g.

:IvIT

.11f

[313

o r tm

For the special case s, - a a - 0.5, to - io2 we obtain
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where IN (Amps cm- 2 ) is the net cross-sectional current density for

each of the redox couples.

Ip/(3ioV) is plotted against Y in Figure 2B (equation [30]). It

can be seen that Ip Increases rapidly with AEF/4RT; this increase is so

marked that it is unlikely that the simple model illustrated in Figure

1B will be adequate for large values of AE. The shapes of the

polarization curves however are nearly independent of AEF/4RT so that

it Is only possible to distinguish the case of control by two redox

processes from that by one redox reaction, Figure 2A, by virtue of the

observation of an anomalously low value of io.

The plots of IN/3 1ov against X , Figure 2C. show that it Is

possible to increase the net rate of each redox process by applying an

electric field to the particles and this could prove to be useful in

certain examples of catalysis. It can be seen that the ratios IN/1P

approach a limit with increasing values of AEF/4RT even for low values

of Y : the ratios are already independent of 4E for 4E as low as

-0.25V. Since [p is measured experimentally it follows that the form

of the IN - Y relationship can be derived indirectly. It should

therefore be possible to investigate and monitor catalytic reactions

involving redox processes by measuring the polarization curves for the

dispersed catalyst particles. It should be noted that such measurements cmw
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made in solvents having effectively zero ionic conductivity (see

further below) and, equally, on dispersions made of materials showing

low electronic conductivity (e.g. semiconductors) (43).

Control by two irreversible reactions.

For sufficiently slow redox reactions or, more usually, in the

case of the intervention of chemical reactions leading to the formation

of electroinactive species, one or both of the component reactions must

be regarded as being irreversible. There will be many special cases;

here we restrict attention to two of these:

A) The cathodic reaction of redox couple I is balanced by the anodic

reaction of redox couple 2

B) The anodic reaction of redox couple 1 Is balanced by the cathodic

reaction of redox couple 2.

The special case A.

At the mixture potential we have

) (I -,:ka
.k o l ' O Z T( 3 3 1

which can be solved together with (21]. In the presence of an applied

field, the overpotentials are given by (22) and [23] and the total

cathodic and anodic currents on each particle are obtained by

integrating over the range 0-l. We obtain

11 1 1 P M "AMYMO-IW
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and determine A f'rom [213 with

[35]

The special case a, a2 0.5, io - ~O gives A H 1/2

and Z I ~JAF kIK [36]

The special case B.

At the mixture potential we have
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which is solved in conjunction with [21]. In this case we obtain

with A being determined from [21] with

[39]

• [.- J

The special case a a - 0.5, 1 1 i0 2 gives A 11/2

andy r4

Comparison of [36] with [40] shows that the rates are much higher for

case B than for case A.

EXPERIMENTAL

Two suitable cell designs which have been used in the present

investigation are illustrated in Figures 3A and B. The first had

concentric platinum foil feeder electrodes with a 0.5cm interelectrode
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gap. The microparticles were kept in suspension by sparging gas

through the fine sintered disk at the base of the cell. The cell was

used for measurements of the evolution/oxidation of hydrogen; hydrogen-

nitrogen gas mixtures of the appropriate composition were therefore

sparged into the solution the total gas pressure in the cell being kept

at one atmosphere.

The second cell, Figure 3B, had a plane parallel capillary gap

configuration with an interelectrode gap of 0.5mm. The feeder

electrodes were again made of platinum foil (0.Spm). Particles were

kept in suspension in a small reservoir by bubbling gas and the

dispersion was pumped through the flow circuit using a Monostate

Ministaltic pump. Typical flow rates were 15cm 9- 1 and were measured

by a Gilmont Instruments flow meter. Controlled voltages were applied

to the cells using a Kepco regulated power supply model HB-6M.

Current-potential curves were recorded point-by-point, a HI-TEK digital

integrator/DVM being used to smooth out current fluctuations.

Prior to each experiment the background current due to the solvent

(water) or electrolyte (potassium hydroxide solution) in the absence of

the dispersion was measured. An appropriate amount of platinum powder

(Johnson-Matthey) was then added to give a particle concentration in

the range 108 - 109 cm-3 (based on the tap density quoted by the

manufacturer). The required amount was of the order 3mg Pt cm-3; the

average particle diameter was 2.5 micrometers; the geometry was assumed

to be spherical. The polarization curves were then redetermined for

the chosen conditions.

Conductivity water was prepared by triple distillation in a glass

I
- p
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still from "in-house" distilled water. The first stage contained O.1mM

potassium permanganate and potassium hydroxide to raise the pH to -8.0;

the second stage contained phosphoric acid. Potassium hydroxide

solutions were made up using J.T. Baker Chemical Company KOH. Hydrogen

and nitrogen, or the gas mixtures used were UHP grade from IGP and were

used as supplied. Glassware was cleaned using a mixture of HNO3/H2SO4

and was then rinsed thoroughly using triply distilled water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrogen evolution/oxidation

Figure 4 illustrates the polarization curves obtained for hydrogen

evolution/oxidation in conductivity water at low values of the applied

field. The background current in tLa absence of the platinum particles

shows that the water maintained a specific resistivity in excess of 107

Ohm cm in the cells and circulation systems used in these experiments.

Electrolyte impurities therefore remained at very low levels (the

specific resistivity of pure water has been given as 1.69x10 7 Ohm cm

(50) and the theoretical limit is 1.82x10 7 Ohm cm). Addition of the

platinum particles gave the expected increase in the Faradaic current;

this current was found to be proportional to the amount of particles

added (expressed here as the volume of the dispersed phase per unit

volume of liquid) and to the partial pressure of hydrogen sparged into

the cell, Figure 4.

Figures 5A and B show that at low applied fields the experimental

data fit closely to the special case (10) (foro. =0.5) of the predicted

equation (8] based on the simple polarization equations [31 or 1171
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(with n-2). The data do not permit a clear distinction to be made

between the kinetic forms although it appears that [17] is to be

preferred as [3] consistently gave plots lying above the maximum

permitted rate at higher values of the applied field. The simple first

order dependence of the polarization curves on the partial pressure of

hydrogen as well as the fit of the curves to equation [10] shows that

the behavior of the bipolar system is controlled by a single overall

hydrogen evolution/oxidation reaction such as [A] or [B]

1H ±2e + + LA]

Control of hydrogen evolution by [B] and oxidation by [A] would require

a fit of the experimental data to [30] or to the special case LA],

equation [36].

In Figures 5A and B the experimental data have been fitted to the

predicted plots using the apparent exchange current density, i., as tIe

adjustable parameter. The required io is high even allowing for the

large real surface area of the particles (the ratio of the real to the

apparent area lay in the range 5-10). This large exchange current

density shows that the particles maintained a very high level of

catalytic activity and that as in other investigations of the hylrogen

evolution/ionization reaction we must assume that the surface reaction

is close to reversibility since io approaches the value predicted !rom

the mass transfer coefficient, equation [I]. The behavior of
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dispersion electrodes under conditions which include the effects of

diffusion (28) will be discussed further elsewhere (51). It should be

noted that in view of the high rate of the reaction the data show no

evidence for the deposition/removal of adsorbed hydrogen, the expected

value of equation [16] being 10-2 - I0-1 at Y a 1 with the same value

of io as that used in fitting the experimental data to the predicted

equations and a value i - 10-7 moles cm- 2 allowing for the high real

area of the particles (see also section on oxygen evolution/reduction.

At higher values of the applied field Figures 5C and D indicate at

first sight that behavior according to the kinetic law [3] is to be

preferred to that according to [17] but the fit obtained in Figure 5C

must be regarded as being fortuitous. At these high rates the reaction

on the particles will be diffusion limited by the anodic process as is

indicated by Figure 5D. Indeed the continued fit to [10] implied by

Figure 5C would require a kinetically controlled current density in

excess of 500mA cm- 2 on the apparent surface area of the particles if

the current within each layer of thickness -2a is regarded as becoming

wholly Faradaic i.e. if each layer is effectively screened by the

adjacent layers of the dispersion. Figure 5D requires that the

diffusion limited current should reach this value using the same

assumption of the screening of adjacent layers of the dispersion.

However, the diffusion limited current will be maximally

Z~3 FD~~ )b~ ~SwiAxrJ [41]

CL

.a
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the factor 3.22 being due to generation of hydrogen on the cathodic

areas adjacent to the anodic areas of the bipolar particles (28). The

discrepancy between the two values points to the particles being

effectively screened at a distance 5-6a at the limiting current density

rather than at the value 2a which was assumed previously (28). It

should be noted that the proportionality of the observed current to the

number concentration of added particles does indeed show that the

particles are screened from the feeder electrodes by adjacent layers of

particles.

Oxygen evolution/reduction

Figure 6 shows that as for the case of hydrogen

evolution/oxidation the rate of the bipolar oxygen evolution/reduction

is proportional to the amount of the added dispersion for low values of

the applied polarization.2  At higher values of Y the plots diverge:

the decrease of ipY/3v with increasing v shows that the solution is

being depleted of oxygen during passage through the cell even though

this is being regenerated in the anodic reaction on the bipolar

particles. It should be noted that in these experiments the solution

was presaturated with oxygen outside the cell in distinction to the

experiments with hydrogen where this gas (or the hydrogen-helium gas

mixture) was directly sparged into the cell.

The form of the polarization curves, Figure 6, is clearly more

complex than for the case of hydrogen evolution/oxidation, Figures 4

2 In view of the complexity of the phenomena observed in the

oxygen system, these are presented as plot of IpY/3v versus Y rather
than as plots of the dimensionless parameter IpY/3iov.
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and 5. Three separate steps can be distinguished on the plots at low

hydroxide concentrations, Figure 7. The magnitude of the first of

these can be attributed to the formation and reduction of an oxide

layer due to the rotation of the particles, equations [15] and [16],

provided 9 in these equations is scaled by the true surface area of the

particles and the screening distance -2a is replaced by -6a. This

process can be observed in the case of the oxygen system because of the

irreversibility of the oxygen evolution/reduction: for the case of

hydrogen evolution/oxidation the corresponding process is masked by the

high rate of the main Faradaic reaction. Oxide formation/reduction can

also be seen on the plots in Figure 6 which show that the reaction is

detected at surprisingly low values of Y (-2). Oxygen

evolution/reduction is also seen at low values of Y, Figures 6 and 7.

This early onset of the reactions can probably be attributed to

aggregation of the particles in the alkaline media so that each

aggregate experiences a higher potential difference than is indicated

by the dimension of the individual particles.

The height of the polarization curves increased only slowly with

hydroxide concentration in the accessible range 10-6 - 10- 4 M

indicating that the behavior of the dispersion electrolysis was

controlled by the reduction of oxygen rather than oxygen evolution.

Figure 7 shows that two limiting currents could be detected at low

hydroxide concentrations in addition to that due to oxide

formation/reduction. It is likely that the two waves are due

respectively to
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and c,-1- 4(~o4 0p + [D]

together with intervening decomposition of H0 2 -:

H 01 O + 0N2o[E]

Detailed interpretation of the kinetics must therefore be based on the

control of the dispersion electrolysis by two irreversible electrode

reactions, at least for the case of the first wave (51).

CONCLUSIONS

The data presented for the hydrogen evolution/oxidation and oxygen

evolution/reduction reactions show that it is possible to study

electrode processes in poorly conducting or non-conducting media by

means of bipolar electrolyses of dispersions. The results obtained for

the first system fit predictions derived from a simple model based on

the concepts of the mixture potential (44); it is clear, however, that

both for this system and for oxygen evolution/reduction the effects of

mass transfer (28) must be taken into account.

The conditions used for the experiments reported in this paper are

close to those of heterogeneous liquid phase catalyses; it is clear

therefore that catalytic processes could be investigated (and

monitored) provided electron transfer is involved. Catalytic reactions

could also be investigated if no electron transfer is involved pr ,::Ied

II I I I , 1 1 1 1
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one couple undergoes a redox reaction. As measurements can be made in

non-conducting media it is evident that such investigations could be

extended to semiconductor (and possibly insulator) catalysts. Results

for catalysts on oxide and zeolite supports (43) (where the amount iof

precious metal per unit volume of solution is greatly reduced) as well

as applications to syntheses (42) will be reported elsewhere.

Investigations of catalytic systems will require extensions of the

modelling which will have to include the effects of reactions and

concentration changes in solution. The results obtained also show that

it should be possible to accelerate (or modify) catalyses by means of

externally applied fields and the consequent Faradaic current through

the dispersion.
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Glossary of Symbols

a radius of a particle (cm)

C concentration of a given species (moles cm-')

D diffusion coefficient of a given species (cm2 s-')

E electrode potential (V)

F Faraday's constant (coulombs mole-')

i current density (Amp cm-2 )

I current (Amp)

km mass transfer coefficient (cm s-1)

L distance between the feeder electrodes (cm)

n number of electrons transferred per molecule

N number of particles per unit volume (number cm-')

N Avagadro's constant (number mole-')

0 oxidized species of a redox couple

R reduced species of a redox couple

the gas constant (Joules mole-')

T temperature (0)

v volume of particles added per, unit volume of solvent or solution
(cm, cm-')

V voltage (V)

a transfer coefficient

Y polarization parameter

n overpotential (V)

8 angular position (rad)

A angular position (rad)

v rotational frequency (s-')

11111, 111111111i"Z ll I. 11m o m
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p resistivity (ohm cm)

$ potential (V)

IF polarization parameter

w angular velocity (rad s-')

0 monolayer coverage (moles cm-')

Subscripts

o denoting the exchange current

1,2 pertaining to species 1 and 2

appl pertaining to the applied voltage

c cathodic

lim pertaining to the diffusion controlled current

N pertaining to the net cross-sectional current density through

the dispersion for one redox couple

r pertaining to the reversible potential

R pertaining to the current due to rotation of the particles

s pertaining to the solution

T pertaining to the cross-sectional current density

P pertaining to the cross-sectional Faradaic current density
through the dispersion

Superscript

m pertaining to the mixture potential
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Lecends for figures

Figure IA A representative particle and the coordinate system for
single redox couple forj(<0.5.

Figure lB A representative particle and the distribution of cathodic and
anodic reactions for two redox reactions.

Figure 2A The effect of o. on the predicted normalized polarization curve
for the dispersion for a single redox couple.

Figure 2B The effect of the difference in redox potential between two
redox couples on the predicted normalized polarization plots
for dispersion electrolysis and for iol-io 2 , X1f=f2=0.5 and for
the values AEF/4RT indicated.

Figure 2C The effect of the difference in redox potential and of th
applied field between two redox couples (expressed as V ) oh
the predicted net normalized current density IN/3ioV for on
of the couples and on the ratio IN/IP for ol=io2. O(Il=<20.
and for the values AEF/4RT indicated.

Figure 3A The cylindrical cell. The inner cylinder diameter was 2.2 cm
and the outer cylinder diameter was 3.2cm. The platinup
electrode cylinder height was 5.5cm.

Figure 3B The plane parallel capillary gap cell and the
electrolysis system. The electrodes are 2.5cm square, and the
gap thickness is 0.5mm.

Figure 4 Polarization curves for hydrogen evolution/oxidation In
conductivity water at low values of the applied field.
6.3xi08 Pt particles cm-3. diameter 2.5m. > backgrouna
current, + 10% H2 + 90% N2 ; 0 100% H2 total pressure I atm.

Figure 5 Comparison of experimental polarization plots for hydrogen
evolution/oxidation with the predicted forms of these
plots (full lines for ff=0.5, off0.25 or 0.75, A=0 or 1) 6.3x101

Pt particles cm- 3 , diameter 2.5$

A low values of '; apparent exchange current density 120mA cn7

8 low values of Y; apparent exchange current density 55mA cin

C high values of V; apparent exchange current density 5mA cm

D high values of Y; apparent exchange current density 22mA cp "

L V.
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Figure 6 Polarization plots for oxygen evolution/reduction in
10-4 M KOH. Diameter of Pt particles 2.5p~.

6.3xl0 8 particles cm-'

3.6x108 particles cm-
3

1.8xl0 8 particles cm-'

Figure 7 Polarization curves for oxygen evolution/reduction in

jo-6 M KOH. Diameter of Pt particles 2.5pi.

1.8x108 particles CM-
3

3.6x10 8 particles cm-
3

'% %
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